
We obtained AUC values of 0.56 for the VAE and 0.94 for the QR-VAE.
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Simulations : The two-moon dataset [1] inspires the 

data generation process for this simulation.

• We generate 500 points in 𝓡2 and train the decoder 

to generate samples from the two-moon distribution 

generate a known two-dimensional latent space. 

• These are mapped to four dimensions [1].

• After training,  we sample from the posteriors using 

the estimated means and variances from the 

decoder.

• The distribution of these generated samples 

represents the learned distribution in the generative 

model.

Here we address the important problem of learning uncertainty in order to 

perform statistically-informed inference.

• We proposed an quantile-regression model (QR-VAE) for improving the 

quality of variance estimation.

• We showed that our approach outperforms VAE as well as a Comb-VAE [1]

• We used our QR-VAE model to obtain a probabilistic heterogeneous 

threshold for a brain lesion detection task. This threshold results in a 

completely unsupervised lesion (or anomaly) detection

• Inference based on deep learning methods that do not take into account

uncertainty can lead to over-confident prediction

• Quantifying uncertainty is particularly important in critical applications such as 

clinical diagnosis.

• Unsupervised learning approaches such as the Variational autoencoder (VAE) 

and its variants can approximate the underlying distribution of high-dimensional 

data. 

• Most existing approaches use reconstruction error between a given image and its 

reconstruction to identify abnormalities.
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• For determining the reconstruction probability, we need to predict both 

conditional mean and variance using VAEs.

• Estimating the variance is more challenging than estimating the mean in 

generative networks due to the unbounded likelihood.

Using  reconstruction probability rather than the reconstruction error to 

detect outliers is a more principled approach for anomaly detection.

We present QR-VAE that uses quantile regression (QR) that estimates 

quantiles of the input image. 
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METHODS

VAE Loss

QR-VAE Loss

• The goal of quantile regression is 

to estimate conditional quantiles 

based on the data using VAEs.

• If we assume a Gaussian output, 

then only two quantiles are 

needed to fully characterize the 

Gaussian.

• We estimate the median and 

0.15-th quantile.

• We reduce the chance of quantile crossing by 

limiting the flexibility of independent  quantile  

regression  since  both  quantiles  are  estimated  

simultaneously rather  than  training  separate  

networks  for  each  quantile.

Unsupervised Lesion Detection: We evaluated the 

performance of our model on a test set consisting of 20 

central axial slices of 15 subjects from the ISLES dataset 

[2].

For lesion detection, we consider the pixels outside the [QL, QH] interval 

as outliers. QL=0.05 and QH=0.95.

Model-free outlier detection

Outlier detection with Gaussian assumption

• We normalize the error value using the pixel-wise model’s estimates of 

mean and variance to convert it to z-score. 

• The resulting z-score is then converted to an FDR corrected p-value and 

the images are thresholded at a significance level of 0.05.

VAE with mean and variance
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